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UPPER CLASS SERIES MESH GRILLE
Tools Required:

Part List:

Small Slotted & Phillips Screwdrivers
5/16 Wrench
Pliers
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Upper Class Series Grille
Top Mounting Plate
6-32 Flange Nuts
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6-32 Nylon Lock Nuts
#6 Flat Washers
#10 Flat Washers

Read and understand instructions before attempting installation
Step 1
1

Remove the factory grille; use a small screwdriver to remove the center from
the four fasteners along the top (1). There is one fastener securing the
bumper next to the grille; use a slotted screwdriver to pop the center and
remove (1). The fasteners will be re-used; do not discard. Next, lightly pull
the top of the grille assembly forward. Use your fingers to depress the
remaining clips behind the grille. The grille can now be removed.
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Step 2

3

The new grille uses a mounting plate along the
top. Attach the mounting plate to the grille so
the T-Rex name can be read on top of the
grille (3). Use the nylon lock nuts and smaller
washers to secure the plate. Install two flange
nuts onto the lower mounting studs (face the
flange away from the grille). Thread these
nuts about halfway down each stud (2).

Note: If a bumper grille has been purchased; install at this time and then proceed to Step 3.

Step 3
Place two washers onto the lower mounting studs; then center the grille
into the opening (2). Make sure the lower mounting studs align into the
factory mounting holes. Adjust the flange nuts so the grille is flush to the
bumper cover opening. Install two washers and lock nuts onto the lower
studs (2); tighten hardware. The holes in the upper mounting plate align
to the factory location. Use the factory fasteners to attach the plate (3). It
may be necessary to slightly bend the mounting plate tabs so the grille
aligns correctly. Slowly close the hood to check the alignment of the billet
insert. If necessary, remove the grille and adjust the hardware / brackets.
Thank you for purchasing a T-Rex Billet Grille. 11/30/06

